Passed in 2011, the Aggregate Protection Act (APA) had
Lofty Goals of Helping to Prevent Land Use Conflicts
• SB-1598 requires Planning Agencies to
amend General Plans to address
sources of aggregates in their
communities by:
– Including sources of currently identified
aggregates from existing mapping
– Enacting measures to preserve currently
identified aggregates for future
development
– Enacting policies to avoid incompatible
land uses
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Now in 2018, Can We Declare Mission Accomplished?
• Have municipalities generally
complied with APA?
• Has the APA changed the
regulatory landscape?
• What have we learned?
• Do we need to do more?
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Results of Reviewing General Plans of the Largest
28 Municipalities and 5 Counties in Arizona
• Only 13 of 28 Municipalities have
any substantive compliance with
APA
– Only 9 have identified aggregate
sources and implemented policies
protecting those resources
– At least 8 Municipalities (notably Casa
Grande, Marana, Queen Creek, and
Kingman) basically failed to comply

• Interestingly, the 5 biggest counties
generally comply with APA*
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*Ironic Twist: Although counties can’t regulate
mining, most have considered policies for
protecting aggregate resources and operations

Top 5 Reasons for Non-Compliance
5. General Plans identify active
operations but enact no goals or
policies to protect them
4. Failed to identify existing
aggregate operations
3. Cite that aggregates maps are not
available for the area

2. Ignored APA requirements
1. Have not updated General Plans
since enactment
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Best Practices: Avondale
• Identified the locations of current aggregate
operations from ASMI database, identified general
areas with the potential for future aggregate
development and described active properties in Land
Use Element text.
• The owners of potential aggregate resources may
apply for the Special Use District (SUD) Overlay as part
of the development review to mine the site but no
guarantee that approval of aggregate mining facilities
through the SUD will be granted.
• For future aggregate sites, the City will work
proactively with the ASMI, the property owners, and
the operators of these facilities to develop their
operation and reclamation plans in a manner that
minimizes undesirable land-use conflicts and
maximizes the future use.
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Best Practices: Glendale
• The City strives for equal protection for residential
development and aggregate mining operations by
promoting compatible land uses in areas of close
proximity to existing or planned aggregate and
mineral mining operations.
• The City shall discourage new residential zoning
where future residences would be adjacent to an
existing or planned aggregate or mineral mining
operation.
• The City should promote non-residential
development such as business parks and industrial
uses adjacent to existing, future, or proposed
aggregate or mineral mining operations.
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Best Practices: Goodyear
• Created an Aggregate Mining Overlay that denotes
sources of currently identified aggregates as identified
by state agencies. This overlay identifies general areas
with the potential for future aggregate development.
• The purpose (of the Overlay) is to disclose to adjoining
owners the presence of this resource and the potential
that it may be developed.

• Identification of these areas does not mean that they
may be developed as aggregate mining operations by
right. The property must obtain the proper zoning,
permits, and other required permissions.
• Transportation of materials through the City are
restricted to truck routes and may be further limited to
protect existing uses. Not all sites within the Aggregate
Mining Overlay may be conducive to aggregate mining
operations.
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Best Practices: Peoria
• GOAL: Promote Compatible Land Uses in
Areas of Close Proximity to Existing or
Planned Aggregate/Mineral Mining
Locations
• POLICIES:
– Provide equal protection for residential
development and aggregate mining operations.
– Discourage new residential development
adjacent to an existing or planned aggregate or
mineral mining operation.
– Discourage new mining operations adjacent to or
in close proximity to existing residential
development, schools, or existing or planned City
recreation areas.
– Promote non-residential development such as
business park and industrial uses adjacent to
existing mining operations.
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Best Practices: City of Phoenix
• GOAL: Provide equal protection for residential
development and aggregate mining operations by
promoting compatible land uses in areas of close
proximity to existing or planned aggregate and
mineral mining operations
• POLICIES:
– Discourage new residential zoning where future
residences would be adjacent to an existing or planned
aggregate /mineral mining operation.
– Discourage new mining operations adjacent to or in
close proximity to existing residential development,
schools, or existing or planned city recreation areas.
– Promote non-residential development such as business
parks and industrial uses adjacent to existing mining
operations.
– Update the General Plan Land Use Map to recognize
existing mining sites and as needed when new
potential mining sites are identiﬁed.
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Best Practices: Pinal County
• Identify sources of aggregates in the Comprehensive Plan when maps
identifying such resources become available from State Agencies.
• Once aggregate resource maps become available from State Agencies,
identify policies to preserve the resources to the extent that the
aggregates will be needed for future development.
• Protect aggregate mining opportunities while also safeguarding
residents’ quality of life.
– Use open space, land use transitions, and other techniques to provide
appropriate buffers between aggregate mining and residential land use.
– Encourage appropriate buffers to mitigate conflicts between aggregate mining
and residential land use.
– Encourage mines to identify and protect key open spaces, corridors, and linkages
during mine planning.
– Encourage mining operations to adopt noise reduction programs.
– Encourage mine reclamation that supports the Comprehensive Plan.

• Promote appropriate post-mining land use
–
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Encourage the use of closed aggregate mines for parks, trails, and open spaces
where appropriate.

Although Some Progress Has been Made, We Still Have
Significant Issues to Overcome
• Aggregate resources still commonly conflict with many
greenbelt, wildlife corridor, and open space designations
• ASLD Annexation Agreements do not go far enough to
ensure fair treatment
• Overlays are great, but not as great as overlays with
conforming use designations

• Many entities still are not taking the APA seriously
• Are we willing to engage in collaborative discussions with
municipalities over operational and post-mining issues?
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Defending Against the Open Space Designation
• Open Space or State Trust Lands (Sec. 9-461.06 Sec. N)
“In applying an open space element of a general plan a municipality shall not
designate private land or state trust land as open space, recreation, conservation or
agriculture unless the municipality receives the written consent of the landowner…if
the landowner is the prevailing party in any action brought to enforce this subsection,
a court shall award fees and other expenses to the landowner…”
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Enhanced Aggregate Protection: Preventing Encroachment
• Military Airport or Ancillary Military
facility
– the city or town shall identify the boundaries of the
high noise or accident potential zone in its general plan
for purposes of planning land uses that are compatible
with the operation of the facility

Shooting Ranges
– general plan shall include protections from encroaching
development for any shooting range
– general plan shall establish land use categories within at least
one-half mile from the exterior boundaries of the shooting
range that are consistent with the continued existence of the
shooting range and exclude incompatible uses
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Recommendations for Your Consideration….
1. Should ARPA collaborate with ASLD to strengthen
Annexation Agreements?
2. Should we amend the APA to:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Force the zoning issue?
Create penalties for non-compliance?
Include HMA, terminals, and RMC?
Eliminate mapping references?
Require zoning overlays?

3. Should we amend Reclamation Rules to consider
General Plans?
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